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Effectively capture the unique patient
story from anywhere with AI-powered,
secure cloud-based Dragon Medical
speech recognition

> 60,000

Worldwide

4 out of 5

clinicians

> 300

facilities that use Epic
use Nuance

healthcare organisations

Dragon Medical speech recognition uses NLP/NLU to provide accurate
voice-enabled clinical documentation within Epic.

80%
speech recognition
adoption in first year

generates

70%
of total voice-driven
documentation

Physicians are able to capture
65% more documentation
per hour—resulting in more
comprehensive patient stories.

95% of physicians believe

Dragon Medical One makes it
easier to document in the EHR.

– Piedmont Healthcare

– The University of Kansas
Health System

Dropped average documentation
time by 45% decreasing time
spent after hours.

Easy-to-use solutions help boost
EHR adoption and standardise
clinical documentation.

– Rush University Medical Center

– Northern Health

– Allina Health

Choose Dragon Medical to ensure that all data are promptly available in
the Epic EPR, improve the way patient care is delivered across the Trust
and give time back to the care teams.
Patient journey – Making an impact

State-of-theart technology,
AI-powered,
cloud-based

Seamless
experience

Accurate speech
recognition

Single voice profile

Dictation at cursor
with own device

Real-time patient’s
data collection

Less time spent
on documenting
More time with
patients
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Empowers clinicians to complete clinical documentation
in a more natural way and achieve unprecedented results.
What can help reduce the
workload of documentation
in the hospital?
AI-powered speech recognition
solution for documenting
across the continuum of care.

Deliver comprehensive clinical documentation
along the care journey with Dragon Medical
speech recognition.
Improve the coordination of patient care, increase
the satisfaction of care teams, enhance the
patient’s well-being and drive better outcomes, at
the bedside, post-take rounds, over emergency
situations, and during staff meetings.

Dragon Medical One

Single voice profile.

Dragon Medical One is a secure, cloud-based
speech recognition solution that allows
clinicians to document the complete patient
journey–anytime, anywhere.

AI-powered.

PowerMic Mobile
PowerMic Mobile turns clinician’s smartphone
(IOS/Android) into a secure wireless
microphone for use with Windows-based
desktop clinical speech recognition solutions.

Placing the patient at the
centre of healthcare
Using front-end speech recognition
within EPRs has become a cornerstone
to improve the efficiency of patient
care. Dragon Medical speech
recognition offers a seamless
experience in the
Epic EPR.

Unprecedented accuracy.
Mobile. Reliable.
Comprehensive clinical documentation
anywhere, anytime.
Gateway to the Future.

Patient experience and satisfaction have been demonstrated to be the
single most important aspect in assessing the quality of healthcare. Medical
ward rounds are complex clinical activities, critical to provide high quality,
safe care for patients in a timely relevant manner. Evaluating and gathering
relevant patient data is essential to qualify the situation at a given time while
reassuring the patient is crucial. Having a mobile solution at hand, at patient’s
bedside helps dictating short notes quickly into the EPR, drives better
continuum of care and allows clinicians to have time to focus on the patient
rather than writing.
Harness the power of Dragon Medical One and capture the detailed
narratives (i.e. clinical assessments) easily with PowerMic Mobile, a simple
and fast AI-powered, cloud solution capturing high-quality clinical data
within the patient record at the point-of-care. Help reduce the administrative
burden on the entire healthcare team and reduce spending on transcription.
Moreover, clinicians can create, review and/or modify prescriptions; complete
reports – simply with their voice.
Investing in cutting-edge technology, the foundation of future solutions, allows
for a faster return on investment and is part of a long-term collaborative vision.
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nuance.co.uk/healthcare
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